
This combined production and entertainment space is a great 
opportunity to tell your visitors the story of an authentic brand, 
a story that paints the nostalgic picture of an artisan, who  
handmakes her premium product in the traditional setting of 
a beautiful Victorian house surrounded by rustic woodland.



Seating area with picture window 
view through trees towards sea.
Rustic table and benches 
fashioned from solid oak.  

Fire pit with natural rock 
border.

Circular stone sett surround 
installed flush with deck. 
 
Ash logs repurposed to provide 
informal seating around fire pit



Benches as flexible seating option 
can be grouped around fire pit

Millboard vintage oak  Sandstone paving setts
Composite board, won’t
rot or deteriorate, is slip 
proof and easy to maintain



Low level of planting separates working area from deck and 
brings the woodland scheme in from the periphery

Pizza oven is grouped with smoker in a clearly defined working 
area enclosed by matching brickwork. Smoker painted white.

Install glazed canopy to shelter working areas and access to house. 
Style of canopy to be in keeping with the house.

VIEW OF WORKING AREA 



Brick as a continuous feature ties in deck and combines pizza oven 
and smoker into an island with additional heat proof work surface 
adjacent to pizza oven.
 
Cast iron colums availiable in  a selection of styles featuring various 
degrees of ornamentaion. Separate catalogue will be supplied. 
Suggested colour: Dark grey/charcoal



Install oak counter above current log 
storage. 
Provide tags on hooks for flexible 
labelling system identifying wood type

Tall corner posts of fence frame picture 
view and serve as lamp posts and  
attachement points for sun sail

WOOD STORE AND EATEING AREA 



Bar with oak counter, body formed of 
brick to match yellow brick of adjacent 
wall. Fridge, storage drawers and sink 
with ice box included. 
Retain access to drain below. 

VIEW OF BAR

Stone step to match threshold on building (York stone?) set 
as stepping stone into green verge between deck and path

Oak framed blackboard



Raised deck with Millboard sides softened 
by ferns and woodland planting at verges

VIEW FROM STAIRS

Discuss preferred style 
of gate and degree of 
privacy/ security 
required



Sun sail for protection

Outline of tree canopy 

PLAN VIEW 



PLAN VIEW WITH PLANTING 

Evergreen Skimmia with 
glossy leaves, neatly 
domed habit and early 
scented flowers

Fiery Berberis with  
evergreen Hellebore 
for year round interest 

Ferns 

Evergreen Euphorbias 


